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ABSTRACT
SLAM is a program that simultaneously aligns and
annotates pairs of homologous sequences. The
SLAM web server integrates SLAM with repeat mask-
ing tools and the AVID alignment program to allow
for rapid alignment and gene prediction in user
submitted sequences. Along with annotations and
alignments for the submitted sequences, users
obtain a list of predicted conserved non-coding
sequences (and their associated alignments). The
web site also links to whole genome annotations of
the human, mouse and rat genomes produced with
the SLAM program. The server can be accessed at
http://bio.math.berkeley.edu/slam.
INTRODUCTION
The near-complete genome sequences of various mammalian
organisms are now available (in decreasing order of complete-
ness, currently human, mouse and rat) and many more are in
various stages of sequencing and assembly. With this growing
wealth of available sequence there is a corresponding increase
in the need for comparative genomic analysis tools. SLAM (1)
is an alignment and de novo gene finding program which aligns
homologous sequences and annotates them with respect to
coding and conserved non-coding regions. De novo programs
work by identifying pattern differences between the various
regions, such as coding potential, splice signals and exon
length distributions. Since there is incomplete understanding of
the biological mechanisms by which the cell identifies gene
sequences, all current single organism de novo models are
somewhat incomplete and as a result, most tend to have an
appreciable rate of error, typically resulting in a high rate of
false positives. By incorporating sequence conservation into
the de novo predictions the false positive rate can be
considerably reduced. There now exists a number of programs
which essentially use a single-organism dynamic programming
approach augmented with sequence conservation information
to achieve such increased specificity (2–5). SLAM achieves a
similar increase in specificity using a novel approach which is
symmetric with respect to the organisms being annotated and
performs sequence alignment at the same time. One unique
feature of SLAM is that predictions are guaranteed to have the
same gene structure in the homologous sequences, another is
the ab initio prediction of conserved non-coding sequences
(CNSs).
METHODS
SLAM is a cross-species gene finder that works by simulta-
neously aligning and identifying complete exon/intron
structures in two evolutionary related but unannotated
sequences of DNA. The probabilistic framework used is a
generalized pair hidden Markov model (GPHMM) (6), a
hybrid of generalized hidden Markov models which have
been used previously for gene finding (7,8), and paired
hidden Markov models which have applications to sequence
alignment (9).
The SLAM program is integrated in a pipeline that takes
as input two sequences and outputs a set of annotations for
each sequence. The first step of the process is to identify
repeats with RepeatMasker (http://repeatmasker.genome.
washington.edu). Sequences with repeats already masked out
can be supplied, but non-masked sequences are preferable
since SLAM does not blindly mask repeats—only repeats
known not to occur within coding exons are used as constraints
in subsequent gene finding.
In the second step an approximate alignment is formed to
reduce the search space of the algorithms. This is necessary
since a naive implementation of a GPHMM has a running time
which scales as the product of the input sequence lengths and
is therefore impractical for typical sequence lengths encoun-
tered. An approximate alignment is a pre-determined subset of
the alignment space, hopefully containing the true alignment
between the two input sequences. The approximate alignment
is created by taking a global alignment produced by AVID (10)
then expanding the base-to-base alignment to intervals
surrounding each base and expanding further around candidate
aligned exon boundaries.
In the final step of the pipeline, the masked sequences and
approximate alignment are used to search for the most likely
alignment and annotation of the pair of sequences, using the
Viterbi algorithm for the GPHMM. The score of each possible
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alignment/annotation combination is a probability which
depends on a number of factors including statistical sequence
properties (such as splice site signals and coding content) as
well as amount and type (coding/non-coding) of conservation.
In addition to determining the exon/intron structure, a novel
feature in SLAM is the prediction of CNSs. The use of CNSs in
the model reduces the false positive rate and often identifies
UTRs, putative binding site regions and possibly other
biologically important non-coding features. This enables the
distinction between sequences that are highly conserved at the
protein level and sequences conserved merely on the DNA
level. The output of SLAM, illustrated in Figure 1, is a
summary of the annotations along with a number of output
files containing the predictions for both sequences in GFF-
format, the corresponding mRNA and peptide predictions and
the alignment of the peptides and the CNSs in a BLAST-like
format.
The online version of SLAM currently runs in a preset default
mode, the downloadable version comes with a number of
additional options:
 The ability to run on a finished sequence versus a draft
sequence.
 The ability to sample sub-optimal parses [which is useful to
assign confidence to predictions and to predict possible
alternative splicing (Cawley,S. and Pachter,L. manuscript in
preparation)].
 The ability to use annotation constraints in one sequence to
produce the most likely homologous prediction in the other
sequence.
The running time of SLAM depends on the similarity of the
input sequences and their length. Both these factors affect the
size of the approximate alignment. Typically, running on a pair
of BAC-sized human and mouse sequences the server responds
in a few minutes. There is no restriction on input lengths, but
long sequences (>100 Kb on the web server) will be cut up into
smaller pieces.
RESULTS
With the draft sequences for both human, mouse and rat
available, it is now possible to perform both two way and three
way whole genome comparisons. SLAM was one of the
programs used in the Mouse Sequencing Consortium analysis
of the mouse draft sequence (11) and the results of our whole
genome runs (human–mouse, human–rat) can be browsed and
downloaded from the SLAM web site. The UCSC genome
browser provides an excellent environment for comparing
various sources of information (12) and it is used as a basis for
browsing the SLAM whole genome results.
DISCUSSION
The symmetry of the SLAM method is based on the assumption
that, in addition to having good alignment, exons must con-
form to a conserved gene structure, have consistent ORFs,
matching splice sites and similar exon lengths. This results in
reliable predictions with major improvements in boundary
detection and false positive rates for cases where the assump-
tions hold true. On the other hand, these assumptions can be a
disadvantage in cases where they do not hold—problematic
situations include the insertion of introns or exons in one
organism and differences in the order of genes between the
sequences. The former issue can be addressed by changes in
the underlying Markov model, the latter by more involved
pre-processing of the input sequences, both of these issues
remain as areas for future work. The issue of conserved
gene order has not been a problem in the analysis of human,
mouse and rat—for instance, human and mouse tend to have
gene order preserved in chunks of up to 8 Mb on average (13).
The model’s ability to distinguish between conserved coding
and conserved non-coding sequence has led to further
improvements in accuracy, moreover, the CNS feature holds
great promise of identifying biologically important non-coding
Figure 1. The SLAM output: predictions in GFF format, corresponding mRNA and peptide predictions and alignments of peptides and CNSs.
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features and will be an important part of future comparative
studies.
The SLAM code is freely available for academic and non-
profit purposes and can be downloaded from our web site.
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